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95-653 August 17, 1978 Washington, D.C.
THE PILGRIM POPE travele& to many lands to meet with many people, and to look for
peace and understanding among his flock. This ~hall be the legacy of his Holiness
Pope Paul VI, for in doing this he reached,out to all the world.
Lucille and I were privileged to attend the session of the United Nations
when his Holiness visited there. Later, we,experienced a once-in-a-lifetime
private audience in Rome, where his H~liness visited with us about our country and
the Congress. He asked about our family and sent mementos for each of the children.
The world mourns the passing of this Holy man. All nations and all faiths
are a little closer for his having come our way. I know all South Texans join me
in extending our condolences to his family and officials of the church.
* * *
THE INTRODUCTION OF A "REFINED" VERSION OF MY SUGAR BILL to raise producer income
delayed the start of a recent weekend visit to the District. To keep the House in
session while the bill was being finished, I presented an impromptu, personal
report to my colleagues on my mission to the People's Republic of China as a
member of the House International Relations Committee. Let me share some of my
impressions:
What the visitor to this land of some 980 million people cannot fail to
observe is that everyone is working, at one thing or another. And although I
cannot agree that communism is a "leveler" in that all are equal -- we still saw
people picking up the garbage along roadside shacks, as cars and motorcycles sped
to and from nice homes -- there is no question that the Chinese are feeding their
people.
There is at least a minimum and adequate diet for everyone. We saw no
beggars or cripples on the streets, and no people sleeping in halls or doorways.
Can we say the same for other world capitals, including this one?
What we expected would be an agricultural commune outside Shanghai was also,
to our surprise, a wood manufacturing facility making such items as bowls and'
buckets; a small boat repair yard; and a facility producing tractor factory parts.
Another commune section was building bridge components.
Particularly pleasing was our visit to Canton deep in the south of China,
which is semitropical like our Texas area. It was good to be among the palm trees
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and foliage to which we are so accustomed in South Texas. Outside Canton, crop
rotation was highly visible, with the planting, growing, and harvesting of rice in
year-round production. This South Texan consumed large portions of the mounds and
mounds of watermelons that were everywhere, th6~h not quite as good as the home
variety. Eggplant, peaches, and some oranges also were in season.
Chinese agriculture is not mechanized, and a colleague noted that 200 people
were at work in a field that could very well have been handled by one person and a
tractor. But the question arises: what happens to the 199 others when one person
and one tractor are put to work in that field?
* *
THE DEADLOCKED LAW OF THE SEA CONFERENCE, set to reconvene in New York City August
21, could well be influenced by House passage of interim legislation that
facilitates the development and regulation of deep seabed mining by U.S. companies,
pending the adoption of an international agreement.
One hundred fifty nations are trying to decide how up to $3-trillion worth of
manganese, copper, nickel, and cobalt on the Qcean floor is to be developed, and
the benefits divided and distributed.
* * *
ON THE OCEAN'S SURFACE, "TAR BALLS" constitute a chronic phenomenon that is
affecting the majority of the world's beaches. The problem was the subject
recently of a constituent inquiry about oil pollution in the Boca Chica beach area
near Brownsville.
Capable of dispersing over an entire- ocean in a year's time, "tar balls" are
carried to the beaches by ocean currents and, to a greater extent, onshore winds.
Responsible for the problem are natural oil seeps, accidental spills, leaking
pipes, shipwrecks, tank cleaning, and deliberate release. Certain petroleum
products, both c~ude and refined, are slow in degrading and result in residual
tars and asphalts that mix with organic and non-organic materials.
* * *
VISITORS FROM HOME this week were Francisco Briones, Ray Garza, and Arturo Ramirez,
Alamo; Judge Ray Ramon, Brownsville; James A. Leo, La Joya; Mrs. Maria C. Garza
and Fred G. Karle and family, McAllen; Ramiro Vela and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Reynaldo G. Vela and family, Mr. and Mrs. Roberto Vela and family, and Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Zamora, all of Mission; and Dr. Scott Jones, formerly of Mission.
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